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https://www.bitchute.com/playlist/TYZWby4a8F8P/

https://www.bitchute.com/channel/ibOCMfujVpAf/
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https://yahstruck.com/
We’d like to welcome you to our site YAH STRUCK, where we are introducing the YAH STRUCK series of books.
Though they are fictional, they are based on Child Trafficking as well as real events that have happened, though they
are disguised. The books have a supernatural aspect to them with the help and strong presence of our Heavenly
Father and Creator YAH and a group of Covenant family members destined to take on the sheer evil itself – in all its
forms. You will also find blogs and merchandise to help support us as we promote the Name and Authority of Yahuah in
this world.
In the fashion of all Hebrew words YAH-STRUCK has two sides. Yahuah can strike us in Righteous Vengeance, or to
wake us up and get us to turn back around to Him or the best, for us to be YAH-STRUCK in amazement of Loyal
Love, kindness and sheer brilliance.
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https://yahstruck.com/
FREE DOWNLOAD OF THE
FIRST BOOK IN THE YAHSTRUCK SERIES!

https://www.yahuwahsoasis.com/endtimes.html
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Our Primary scripture source will be the AENT which we have used over the years. It will be
much more accurate than Greek and we will consult Blue Letter Bible on line for confirmation.
As always we will restore Yahuah’s and Yahusha’s proper names in the texts. We will also be
looking at the Crawford, the Aramaic NT interlinear, George Lama’s and J.W. Etheridege’s
translation of the Peshitta and John Parkhurst’s Hebrew To English Lexicon without points.
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http://www.bayithamashiyach.com/Scriptures.html
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We also have a gem from the2860
17thare
centurya Hebrew manuscript of
not endangered
Revelation! Not the whole book but it is in the British Library under
Sloane MS 237.
http://www.bl.uk/manuscripts/Viewer.aspx?ref=sloane_ms_237_fs001r
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https://www.nehemiaswall.com/hebrew-manuscript-revelation-1
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The “Work In Progress Narrative”, while also drawn from Scripture and other
sources most of the time does not affect our eternal destination, and does have
more speculation due to pieces still missing. Thus we reason what options can be
plausible. If at any time this takes us into a space that contradicts Scripture, or
cannot connect the truths on either side, it can no longer be an option. Think of
the WIPN as a plausible bridge from one solid truth to another but a land mass
of truth is missing or unclear underneath.

SOLID
TRUTH
SET IN
STONE

08/27/22

Work In Progress Narrative that tries to solidly bridged the gap where
information is unclear for a fuller understanding.

SOLID
TRUTH
SET IN
STONE

https://www.truthforhealth.org/

In part 1D, we found a great puzzle piece to one of our WIPN’s and hope you will bear
with us as we continue to let this theory run its course. So far, we have not come
across any obstacles to this line of reasoning except traditional thinking. We also found
that there was quite a bit of difference in the translations of this verse, and one thing
stood out as a possible late add on.
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Rev 1:9
I Yochanan, your brother and partaker with you in the affliction and suffering
that are in Y’shua the Mashiyach, was in the island called Patmos because of
the Word of Eternal and because of the testimony of Y’shua the Mashiyach.

Aramaic/English NT VERSION

1:9 ¶ I, John, your brother and companion in suffering and in the hope of
Yahusha the Anointed, was in the island which is called Patmos because
of the word of Yahuah and because of the testimony of Yahusha the

Anointed.
08/27/22
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The Crawford
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Full disclosure we are editing the KJVish words like
cometh and saith and the Lord.

v.9 I, Juhanon your brother, and your fellow-sharer in the affliction, and in the
patience, which are in Jeshu Meshiha, was in the island which is called
Pathamon, for the word of Aloha and for the testimony of Jeshu Meshiha.
08/27/22

Nehemia has from the Sloan MS 237.

“Ani Yochanan achichem vechaver batzara uvemalkut u’vetochelet beMashiach
Yehoshua. Hayiti ba’ee shenikra Patmos.” “ba’avur hadvar haElohim u’vavur ha’eidut
Yehoshua Mashiach.”
08/27/22
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From the different Aramaic translations, we have 2 “and in the patience” which is in Yahusha.
“The hope” of Yahusha, “in the affliction and suffering and endurance”, and “in the kingdom”.
All of these are true and very interesting what has been added and left out. Also, the
Crawford and Peshitta interlinear add son where most just have brother.

The 13 Greek versions shape up this way:
1 trouble, kingdom, quiet strength
4 tribulation, Kingdom, patience
1 affliction, kingdom, steadfastness
2 tribulation, kingdom, patient endurance
1 affliction, kingdom, patience
1 tribulation, kingdom, endurance
1 affliction, suffering
1 tribulation, reign, endurance
1 pressure, reign, endurance
Worth noting as well, the AVS, BBE, ESV, LEB AND RV do not establish Yahusha as
the Anointed one. Just his first name.
(AVS)“in the tribulation and kingdom and patience which are in J”,
(BBE) “in the trouble and the kingdom and the quiet strength of J”
(Cepher) “in tribulation, and in the Kingdom and patience of Yahusha Ha’Mashiach”
(ESV) “in the tribulation and the kingdom and the patient endurance that are in J”
(KJV) “in tribulation, and in the kingdom and patience of JC”
(LEB) “in the affliction and kingdom and steadfastness in J”
(LITV) “in the affliction, and in the kingdom and patience of JC”
(LSV) “in the tribulation, and in the kingdom and endurance of JC”
(Murdock) “in the affliction and suffering that are in J the Messiah”
(RV) ”in the tribulation and kingdom and patience which are in J”
(TLV) ” in the tribulation and kingdom and patient endurance that are in Yeshua”
(TS2009) ” in pressure, and in the reign and endurance of  יהושעMessiah”
08/27/22
(YLT) ” in the tribulation, and in the reign and endurance, of JC”
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http://www.bayithamashiyach.com/Revelation.html
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The Greek word for tribulation
G2347- thlip-sis in this verse
points to H6869 Za-rah, as does
the Hebrew Revelation that
Nehemia is translating. It is
leading us to what we think is
another confirmation of Loshema’s identity. It is going to be
quite controversial. We will do a
much bigger study on it to lay out
all the pieces. But this is a big
piece of our WIPN on this
subject.
Notice first, any Hebrew word
with a hey at the end makes it
feminine. Strong’s tells us that
this can point to a vexer that is
a female rival. It is an
adversary, causing affliction,
anguish, distress, trouble and
yes tribulation.
08/27/22

https://www.blueletterbible.org/kjv/rev/1/9/t_concr_1168009

As we have said before, we
are building a very strong
WIPN case, based on
Scripture, grammar, history
and our world’s present-day
situation, that the
adversary, people know by
titles of satan (shatan),
(which just means
adversary), lucifer or light
bearer and the devil is a ……
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Universal sign for female
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What Is The Meaning Of Ankh –
Ancient Egyptian Symbol?
| May 8, 2020
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Just as the symbol of Christianity has
become the cross, known in several
variants, and before it was a fish sign,
so is the ankh a symbol of the ancient
religion of Egypt.
Many Interpretations Of The Ankh
Some interpret this symbol according to its two parts – the oval shape symbolizes the
eternity of living deities, and the cross that comes out of it is continuation and
extension.
In Egyptian hieroglyphs since the Old Kingdom period, the ankh symbolized life but
not the ‘life’ (this normal, ordinary life) that we think of. The ancient Egyptians
associated the ankh with the spiritual life of the soul that most of us do not even think
about in our daily existence.
But the ankh is also the subject of other interpretations. It combines the two forces of
life – the male and female symbols of Osiris and Isis.

08/27/22
https://www.ancientpages.com/2020/05/08/ankh-mysterious-ancient-egyptian-symbol-with-many-meanings-and-unknown-history/

It is the union between heaven and earth, and the unification between
the feminine and masculine principle.
A transgender principle? We have warned before of the Egyptian influence
and Yahuah is always warning about Babylon…
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Listen to how they have
taken Yahuah’s Ruach and
turned it into this disgusting
display of adultery idolatry
against Yahuah. The
universal symbol of female is
the Egyptian Cross!

Ankh Decorated Walls Of Egyptian
Temples
In Egyptian tomb paintings and other
art, the ankh appears frequently. As a
symbol of imperishable vital force, the
ankh was painted on the walls of the
temples, stelae, and in friezes of objects,
especially near the feet, to provide
divine protection to the dead.
It often appears at the fingertips of a god
or goddess in images that represent the
deities of the afterlife conferring the gift
of life on the dead person's mummy.
Numerous depictions show a symbolic
combination of water and air in scenes
when a god holds the ankh before the
king’s nose, giving him the ‘breath of
life, or when a stream of water forming
the ankh, runs over the king during
ceremonial purification.
The ankh is also known as the Egyptian
Cross or crux ansata, which in Latin
means "cross with a handle".
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The Propaganda…
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The royal seal of Hezekiah, king of Judah. The ankh is clearly visible. Photo:
Courtesy of Dr. Eilat Mazar/ Ouria Tadmor
Interestingly, the
ankh symbolizing life
and accompanied by
a two-winged sun
and wings turned
downward, was
found depicted on
an impression of the
royal seal of King
Hezekiah (727–698
BC).

The artifact was
unearthed during the
Ophel excavations
at the foot of the
Temple Mount, in
2015.
I hope we are starting to understand how this co-opting is not pleasing to
08/27/22
Yahuah. It is an eternally dangerous practice.
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“For those who don’t know, Holy Tradition states
that St. Peter, when he was being martyred, felt
he didn’t deserve to die in the same manner as
his savior, so he requested to be crucified
upside-down. And St. Peter, as we know, was
the first Patriarch of Rome (aka, the Pope), so
that’s why you’ll see the upside-down cross
there, too.

Diana of Ephesus

Sure, edgy, stupid pagans think they’re being
insulting when they invoke the symbol, but it’s
long been considered a symbol of humility in
Christian tradition”.

Stupid me. Of course! If the symbol
is something coming from the Catholic
Church, it must not be satanic right?
Just like “mother mary” is good even
though it is a knock off of Isis and
Semiramis and is considered “holy”?
Otherwise, a pretty good article on
politics.
08/27/22

https://www.neonrevolt.com/2018/09/06/hrc
-in-panic-mode-flawless-victory-awaits- 33
newq-qanon-greatawakening-neonrevolt/
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Jeremiah 31:22
How long will you continue to waver (Yiqtol) and turn away, O unfaithful
daughter? For Yahuah has formed and fashioned a renewed thing on the earth, a
woman, who will continually return to and be surrounded and protected by (Yiqtol)
a strong man.”

Yahuah singled out the woman to be a renewed creature. Meaning
returning to a former character. Like in the garden when He told her..
08/27/22
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KJV+) UntoH413 the womanH802 he said,H559 I will greatlyH7235 multiplyH7235 thy
sorrowH6093 and thy conception;H2032 in sorrowH6089 thou shalt bring forthH3205
children;H1121 and thy desireH8669 shall be toH413 thy husband,H376 and heH1931
shall ruleH4910 over thee.

08/27/22
Parkhurst lexicon

The Hebrew word H4910 maw-shal is the
role under which females will return to.
Husbands will have authority over their
wives. Should this be perceived as a bad
thing? Of course not! Yahuah has authority
over all of us. Is that a bad thing? No! by
making this decree Yahuah established the
male’s role as much as the females. If man
has authority over woman then he also has
the grave responsibility to look after her
and love her and take care of her in the
fashion and example of Yahuah! Man is
woman’s hedge of protection!

Please do not bristle at this and entertain all the zillions of examples where man
has failed in his role and abused women-of course in our fallen world that would
happen.
Right now, the women are driving the abuse of men and most men are so weak and
our children are being taught by demonic creatures of the dark, that there is
almost no concept left of a strong, loving, protective male authority figure that
listens to the woman and considers her thoughts and feelings into the final
decision that he will then be held responsible for making. People have now labled
this “toxic masculinity”.
Due to Adam’s lack of authority to stop Hawah, he cursed the land by going
against Yahuah! Yahuah knew from Adams whipped condition He had to
toughen him up.
… 17..cursed is the ground for your sake; in sorrow shall you eat of it all
the days of your life; Gen 3:18 Thorns also and thistles shall it bring
forth to you; and you shall eat the herb of the field; Gen 3:19 In the
sweat of your face shall you eat bread, till you return unto the ground;
for out of it were you taken: for dust you are, and unto dust shall you
return.
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One more thing ladies, at least in the west, WE choose our mates. They
ask US to marry them. It is our responsibility to make sure he has all
the right qualities that will make us trust him enough to give him the
authority to make good final decisions. Unless he is a psycho or you are
just judging based on other qualities like bank balances, cars, jobs or
looks, you should be wise enough to spot the lemons! Using Yahuah’s
criteria of how a man should take care of his wife, you will be very happy
and blessed.
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We will continue on now with this
verse but do keep a look out until
we do a much bigger study on this
how much the female has been
used to bring down humanity and
alter Yahuah’s plans for His
people in the past and the
present. This WIPN continues to
have pieces added to the picture.

Remember, Strong’s tells us that
this can point to a vexer that is
a female rival. An adversary,
causing affliction, anguish,
distress, trouble, suffering and
yes tribulation.
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https://www.blueletterbible.org/kjv/rev/1/9/t_concr_1168009

the Sloan MS 237

I want to point out here that this is the only translation that we are
looking at that has “Kingdom”. None of the Aramaic has it. Almost all
the Greek translations add “kingdom”. For that reason, I don’t think
this was originally in the text.
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…and gathering together in patient steadfast endurance and in the cheerful hope
and expectation of Yahusha the Anointed.
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III. As a N. *debar is used for the celestial fluid or light, on account of its activity,
whether operating with that milder influence which melts the ice, or with that
resistless impetuosity which in lightning bears down everything before it.
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Yahuah- Please keep reminding us to stay on the
path! You are easy to love and cherish. We cling
to You only. As we make our
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https://www.nationalww2museum.org/war/articles/nazigermany-imperial-japan-anti-comintern-pact

1. The revelation to Yahusha the Mashiyach, which Yahuah gave to him
(Yahusha) to show to his (Yahusha’s) servants the things that must shortly
occur and by necessity be done with wrath: and he (Yahusha) signified
and symbolized it to make clear, explain, notify, and which is consistently
taught by Torah by sending it, through his (Yahusha’s) messenger to his
servant Yahuchanon;
2. Who (Yahuchanon- John) bore witness to the Word of Yahuah, and to the
testimony and martyrdom of Yahusha the Mashiyach, as to all and
whatever that he saw.
3. His (Yahuah’s) blessings to the ones that are called that reads aloud, and
those who hear the words of this prophecy, and guarding for themselves
the things that are written in it; for the time is near.
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https://www.nationalww2museum.org/war/articles/nazigermany-imperial-japan-anti-comintern-pact

1:4. (From) Yochanan to the seven called out assemblies which are in Asia:
Favor? to you and peace, from Him who is, and who was, and who is to come,
and from the seven living creatures which are before His throne;
5. and from Yahusha the Mashiyach, the Witness and martyr, the Faithful, the
First-born of the dead, and the head ruler of the kings of the earth; who has
loved us, and washed us from our sins by his blood;
6. and has made us a Kingdom of priests to Eternal the Father: to whom be
esteem and power, for ever and ever. So be it.

7. Behold, he comes with clouds; and all eyes will see him, and also they who
pierced Him; and all the tribes of the earth will mourn on account of him. Yes:
So Be It.
08/27/22
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https://www.nationalww2museum.org/war/articles/nazigermany-imperial-japan-anti-comintern-pact

Rev 1:8 “I am Aleph, also Taw,” says the Master YHWH, Eternal; who is
existing, and He who has always existed, and He who is coming, (Ehyeh Asher
Ehyeh) the Omnipotent- unlimited power, authority and influence Al ShaddaiHe who holds all.
Rev 1:9 I Yahuchanan, your brother and companion with you in the
tribulation and vexing by a female rival of Yahuah, causing affliction and
suffering, being gathered together in patient steadfast endurance and in
the cheerful hope and expectation of Yahusha the Anointed, was in the
island called Patmos because of the Word of Yahuah and because of the
testimony and witness of Yahusha the Mashiyach (Anointed).
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